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Children’s Talk: How Can Sunday Worship Best Help You? 
- People regularly got upset at Jesus for the things He would do on the Sabbath day. 

- The Jewish religion had strict laws about what you were allowed to do on the Sabbath 
but Jesus would do things like let His disciples pick grain to eat on the Sabbath and He 
would heal people on the Sabbath. 

- Some people really didn’t like Him doing these things. 
- And so He tried to teach them what the Sabbath was really for. 

- One time He said this: 
- Mark 2:27-28 (NKJV) 

- 27 “The Sabbath was made for man, and not man for the Sabbath. 28 Therefore 
the Son of Man is also Lord of the Sabbath.” 

- He was saying, “You might think that the point of Sunday and church and worship and praying 
and all of these things we do are just because the Lord wants us to and because we’re 
supposed to.” 

- “But actually the whole point of Sunday and church and worship and praying are to 
help people.” 

- They were designed for you—to make your life better. 
- And for each and every person to make each one of their lives better. 
- That’s the point of the Sabbath or Sunday church and prayer, etc.  

- And so the question I want to ask you is this: is Sunday church and worship and praying 
helping you? 

- I know it’s especially hard when it’s through a screen instead of in person. 
- I wish we could have you here and we could be in the same space and have a 

conversation. 
- So I know it’s harder right now for it to feel useful. 

- But I want to tell you something that is true, whether you’re watching through a screen 
or attending church in person: you have some control over how much Sunday and 
church and worship help you. 

- You don’t have full control over it. 
- I might do a talk that you can’t understand at all. 
- Or you might be in a really bad mood when church starts because you’ve just had a 

fight and so it’s going to be a lot harder to have church be helpful to you. 
- But you do have some control. 

- Because the real helpfulness of church and Sunday and praying is what happens 
inside you and inside each person—that’s where these things are helpful. 

- How do you have church be more helpful to you?  
- By doing something. 

- What do you normally do in church? 
- Maybe pray. 
- Or sing songs. 
- But it’s also a lot of just sitting there listening, right? 

- It doesn’t have to be. 
- There is something more you can do. 
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- To help us understand this I want to talk about exercise. 
- Each week Mr. Glenn and I, during the talk for the children, explain something. 
- And that’s kind of like if I were to explain something to you about exercising. 

- Like explaining to you how to use a set of weights. 
- I might explain how you can put different weights on them and then tighten 

them on so that they don’t fall off. 
- And I might explain how to do certain exercises with them. 

- Is that helpful to you? 
- Yes, if you’re going to go use some weights and you wanted help knowing what to 

do with them. 
- But if you’re just going to do other things, then it’s not very helpful to you, right? 
- You could watch weeks of me explaining how to do different exercises but it 

wouldn’t make any difference to your health—it wouldn’t be helpful to you at all—
until you started doing something for yourself. 

- I know that you’re already working on things. 
- You’re trying to be a good kid. 
- You’re trying to listen better to your parents and not do the things that you’re not 

supposed to do. 
- You’re trying to work hard on your school stuff when it’s time to do that. 
- You’re trying to be kind to your friends and siblings. 

- That stuff is all hard work and I’m glad that you’re trying to do it. 

- Sunday worship time can actually help you with that stuff that you’re already working on. 
- How? One way is to use the interlude. 

- The interlude is that song that comes after the prayer. 
- And we normally say that it’s a time as a gap between the children’s talk and the adult 

sermon and you might also know it as the time when you can finally go. 
- “Yes! It’s done.” 

- Instead you could use it as a minute or two to do something with what you’ve just 
heard. 

- It’s like Mr. Glenn or I have reached through the screen and placed a weight in front 
of you.  

- You can use the interlude as a time to pick up that weight and do a bit of exercise 
with it. 

- Otherwise you just listen to us talk and then go. 
- There’s no time for you to do anything. 
- Use the interlude to think: 

- “How could what Mr. Glenn talked about help me today?” 
- “How could that story from the Lord’s Word help me be kinder to my brother?” 
- Or just, “What’s hard for me right now and how could the Lord help me?” 

- You have control over whether you do the work to try to use worship time to do something. 
- The Lord made the Sabbath and church and prayer for you; the more you use them, 

the more helpful they will be to you.  

- Amen. 
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Practicing to Be Spiritual Through Meditation 
A Sermon by Pastor Malcolm G. Smith 

24 January 2021 

Intro 
- Isaiah 30:15-16 (Kempton Project Translation, modified) 

- 15 For thus says the Lord Jehovih, the Holy One of Israel:  
 “By returning to Me and resting you shall be saved;  
 in quietness and in trust shall be your might;  
 but you were not willing.” 
16 And you said, “No, but upon the horse will we flee”— 
 therefore you shall flee!  
 And, “Upon the swift horses will we ride”— 
 therefore they who pursue you shall be swift! 

- I really like this short excerpt from the prophet Isaiah. 
- There’s a message from the Lord: 

- “Return to Me and rest and I will keep you safe.” 
- “You gain might and strength in quietness and trust.” 

- And how do the people respond? 
- They say, “No, that’s ok, we’ve got it figured out already: the solution is fleeing on 

horses!” 
- Pretty smart, huh? 
- High fives on that one. 

- And the Lord’s sad response to that is, “Then you’re going to be fleeing.” 
- So they say, “No, they’re going to be swift horses—see we thought this through.” 

- And the Lord says, “In that case, the people who are chasing after you are 
going to be swift as well.” 

- It’s just so spot-on, so tragically perfect. 
- What do we do when faced with a big challenge?  

- We gather our mental horses to figure it out. 
- Our minds start racing; we’re imagining different scenarios and situations and how we 

might respond. 
- If things start to get worse, we tell ourselves, we’re just going to run faster, think faster, 

work faster—that’s what’s going to save me! 
- The Lord is trying to talk to us but we’re too busy galloping away from Him, shouting 

over our shoulder, “No, it’s ok, I’ve got this!” 

- What’s the biggest challenge in your life right now? 
- Maybe you can’t pick one so go with the top two or three. 

- Have you got them in mind? 
- What are you going to do about them? 
- What’s your plan? 
- What actions are you going to take? 

- Now I’ve got another question: does the Lord play any role in your plan? 
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- It’s very easy to get galloping on a plan and not even remember that getting the Lord’s 
input is a thing. 

- How do we change this? What’s a different approach that we could take? 
- When I was trying to think of how to phrase it, various phrases having to do with 

horses came to mind. 
- And I don’t think that’s an accident. 

- The teachings of the New Church explain that horses symbolise our 
reasoning, our intellect, our understanding, and our ability to figure things out 
(Secrets of Heaven §§2671-2672). 

- And so we find this symbolism in passages like this one from Isaiah but also 
throughout the Word and also in our common language. 

- So what do you need to do to take a different approach to your challenges? 
- “Hold your horses.” 
- “Get down off your high horse.” 

- Take some time to be with the Lord before you rush off with your own plan. 
- And good way to do that is by practicing meditating. 

- Like it said at the beginning of the passage from Isaiah: 
- For thus says the Lord Jehovih, the Holy One of Israel:  

 “By returning to Me and resting you shall be saved;  
 in quietness and in trust shall be your might….” 

Isn’t Meditating Just for New-Agey People? 
- Now, unfortunately, for a variety of reasons, in our culture the usual associations with 

meditation are with Eastern religions and practices—Buddhism, yoga, New Agey things. 
- You might have this visual of a monk in lotus position, chanting, “Om”. 

- And so people can feel like meditation is just for people who are into that kind of 
alternative stuff and not for everyone. 

- But that idea of meditation is just not accurate—it’s far too narrow of an understanding of what 
meditating is. 

- There is a long history of people practicing forms of meditation in all the major religious 
traditions, including Christianity and even in New Church Christianity. 

- And it’s a real shame that it has that association because meditation is a very useful spiritual 
practice for everyone to be able to use. 

- If you’re someone who feels a bit hesitant about it and unsure, or you’re someone who 
has just never tried it before, this sermon is for you. 

- And there will be a time at the end of it where you will have the chance to experience a 
short, guided meditation. 

- I encourage you to give it a try. 

- To help you feel more comfortable with the idea, we’re going to walk through some of the 
basic elements of useful meditation and see how they are actually beautifully in line with the 
Bible and the teachings of the New Church. 
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The Elements of Meditating from a New Church Christian Perspective 
General 
- Before we get into the details, here are a few passages about meditating in general. 
- At the beginning of the book of Joshua, Joshua is told by Jehovah,  

- Joshua 1:8 (NKJV) 
- “This Book of the Law shall not depart from your mouth, but you shall meditate in it 

day and night, that you may observe to do according to all that is written in it. For 
then you will make your way prosperous, and then you will have good success.” 

- The pretty direct implication of this passage is that Joshua would not be able to do all 
that is written in the Lord’s Word, unless he was also meditating in that book, day and 
night. 

- Joshua probably wasn’t sitting in lotus position to do his meditating but he probably did 
has some practice that he did, morning and evening, to read and reflect on the Lord’s 
Word and how it applied to his life—which is a form of meditating. 

- You may already have forms of meditation in your life and not even realise it. 
- If you like to take the time before the service starts to sit quietly and raise your 

thoughts to the Lord, that’s a form of meditating.  
- If you take the time to read the Word regularly and think deeply about it, that’s a form a 

meditating. 
- And you may also find that bringing elements of meditating that we talk about today into the 

spiritual practices that you’re already doing might make them more effective for you. 
- Bringing it into your reading of the Word, into your attending of worship, into your daily 

prayers. 
- And bringing it into your repentance work—your efforts to fight against your worst 

tendencies and begin a new life. 
- Meditating can be really helpful in this work. 
- Give it a try. 

- Now let’s get into some of the specific elements of meditating. 
- We’re going to talk about 3: becoming aware, focusing, and opening to the Lord. 

- Are those the only elements? 
- No. I could probably think of 7 more. 

- Is this the best way of thinking about meditation? 
- Not necessarily. 

- My goal here is to give you enough to get you started.  
- If you’d like to learn more, there are many resources. 

Becoming Aware 
- There are many, many passages in the Bible and the teachings of the New Church about the 

need for us to become more spiritually aware than we naturally are on our own. 
- Jesus said to His disciples who kept falling asleep in Gethsemane, “Watch and pray, 

lest you enter into temptation. The spirit indeed is willing, but the flesh is weak” (Mark 
14:38). 

- The first step of the process of repentance is self-examination (True Christianity §530). 
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- We practice becoming aware in very practical terms when we practice meditation. 
- We practice becoming aware on the physical level and we practice becoming aware on 

the level of our thoughts and feelings and hopefully eventually on the spiritual level. 
- In most guided meditation, the person leading the meditation will try to help you get into a 

meditative state by beginning by having you take an inventory of how your physical body is 
feeling. 

- This by itself is useful. 
- A lot of us spend our lives in our heads, mostly ignoring the fact that we have bodies. 
- If we want to be spiritually aware, it is wise to start by noticing what we’re feeling in our 

bodies. 
- This reminds me of an important passage about external acts of worship that we do 

and what function they serve. 
- It says that it is “by means of external worship [that] external things are kept 

holy so as to enable internal things to flow in” (Secrets of Heaven §1618). 
- We need to do some work in the more external and outward parts of 

ourselves to allow the deeper work to take place. 
- So we take stock of our bodies and try to notice anything that might get in the way of us being 

able to open more inwardly. 

- Then we also try to take stock of what thoughts and feelings are present with us. 
- And there is a lot we could talk about here. 

- For today I want to talk about the idea of trying to just observe these thoughts and feelings in 
a non-judgmental way. 

- I was talking to a New Church pastor who is also a licensed counsellor about this. 
- I called him up because I knew that he is experience with meditation and mindfulness 

and that it’s one of the major skills that he tries to teach his clients who are trying to 
learn to be less reactive and have more functional relationships. 

- I was saying to him that it can feel quite strange to try to view our thoughts and feelings 
in a non-judgmental way. 

- It can even feel opposite to our religious training. 
- Aren’t we supposed to be judging our thoughts and feelings and noticing when 

something is hellish and wrong or false or selfish and then being sure not to act on 
it? 

- He laughed and explained that that kind of judgment is certainly important and there’s 
a place for it but that’s not the role of meditation. 

- Meditation is practice. 
- Meditation is a chance to hold our thoughts and feelings in a different way. 
- To just observe them and try not to be quite as attached to them as we normally 

are. 
- We can let all that go for a few minutes and trust that there will be time for those 

other ways of interacting with them. 
- This reminded me of how I felt the first few times I did a guided meditation 

and the leaders told me to let my thoughts and feelings go. 
- I felt anxiety - “If I let it go, then what will happen to it? What if I need that 

thought or feeling or I need to question it or judge it or remember it?” 
- I’ve learned that thoughts and feelings that we really need come back 

regularly. 
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- And really we are meant to be trying to learn that all of our thoughts and feelings are not 
actually our own but come from outside of us. 

- As we read in Heaven and Hell: 
- Heaven and Hell §302 

- If a person believed, as is really true, that all good is from the Lord and all evil 
from hell, they would not make the good in themselves a matter of merit nor 
would evil be imputed to them; for they would then look to the Lord in all the 
good that they think and do, and all the evil that inflows would be cast down to 
hell from where it comes. 

- Meditation can be a way of practicing remembering this reality. 

Focusing 
- Now let’s talk about focusing. 
- People often think that the point of meditation is to empty your mind but it’s really about 

focusing your mind. 
- When the Word talks about meditating it usually speaks of meditating in something or on 

something. 
- Meditating in the Book of the Law. 
- Or meditating on the Lord’s wonderful works (Psalm 119:27). 
- We might pick a particular phrase from the Lord’s Word to repeat in our minds and 

meditate on. 
- It’s amazing how much more meaning you can get out of a phrase when you really 

focus on it. 
- Like “Be still and know that I am God” (Psalm 46:10). 

- Or you might meditate on a particular doctrinal idea, like being carried along by stream 
of the Lord’s Providence. 

- But the most basic thing to focus on and anchor yourself to when your mind starts to wander 
is to focus on your breath. 

- It’s a very common practice in many religious traditions. 
- In Hebrew, Greek, and Latin there is one word that means breath and spirit.  
- Our spiritual inspiration is connected to our natural respiration (see Spiritual 

Experiences §3464). 
- Listen to this passage: 

- Apocalypse Explained §1012 
- [R]espiration… corresponds to thought, which is of the understanding, as the 

motion of the heart corresponds to affection, which is of the will. That the 
respiration of the lungs corresponds to thought is clearly evident from the fact 
that they operate simultaneously and harmoniously, for as a person thinks so 
they breathe. If they think quietly they breathe quietly, and if they think forcibly 
they breathe forcibly. If they think intensely and interiorly in themselves, 
respiration is gradually arrested and withdrawn. Thus a person varies the 
state of their respiration in accommodation to every state of their thought. 

- It also connects to the story of Adam where it says that Jehovah God “formed man of 
the dust of the ground, and breathed into his nostrils the breath of life….” (Genesis 
2:7). 
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- And in the Gospel of John when it says that Jesus breathed on His disciples and said 
“Receive the Holy Spirit” (20:22). 

- Focusing on our breath also helps to keep us connected to the present moment. 
- It’s very easy for us to wander into anticipation or anxiety about what’s going to happen 

in the future—even just about what will happen later today. 
- Or to wander into regrets and shame about things that happened in the past. 
- Instead we try to bring our attention back to the breath that is currently coming in or 

going out of us. 

- Being able to focus on the breath and the sensation of it coming in and out is very useful 
when trying to practice meditation because our minds do wander and it’s something easy to 
bring them back to. 

- Rather than just observing a feeling within us we get caught up in it and start feeling upset 
about it and thinking what we should do about it and then we remember to bring our attention 
back to our breath coming in and going out, coming in and going out. 

- And that’s really good practice. 
- So that when we experience that feeling in our day-to-day lives and start to feel 

overwhelmed and upset by it, we can more easily remember to just breathe and think 
about it calmly, with a trust in the Lord. 

- That’s much easier to do when we’ve practiced that skill a bit. 

- And as we breathe through feelings we can start to understand them a bit more deeply and 
clearly. 

- We might initially just feel “AARGHGGHGH!!!” 
- And we breathe. 
- And we think, “I am really angry!” 
- And we breathe. 
- And we realise, “I am really worried and sad.” 
- And we breathe. 
- And we say to ourselves, with a bit more perspective, “Wow! I am feeling a lot right 

now.” 
- Somehow by attempting to focus on one thing we can clarity about the things that are seeking 

to pull our focus away from that thing that we’re trying to focus on. 

Opening Up to the Lord 
- Finally, let’s talk about opening up to the Lord. 
- I would invite you to think of all of this meditating practice as something you are doing present 

with the Lord—present with the One who is giving you each breath that you breathe in and 
breathe out, the One who is keeping your heart beating at this very moment. 

- There is a lot of value in just doing the things that we’ve talked about so far for a few minutes. 
- Just becoming aware of how we’re feeling, physically and emotionally, and then 

spending a bit of time focussing on our breath. 
- That’s a useful practice by itself. 
- It’s a quick little visit with the Lord. 

- Or, if you have the time, doing that preparation work can put you in a good space to be able to 
do other work with the Lord. 
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- You might use it as a time to reflect on some things, while resting in peace with the 
Lord. 

- The counsellor I was talking to says that He often will say to someone who he’s guiding 
through a meditation,  

- “Think about something that happened to you earlier today.  
- Notice any feelings of regret that you have about that.  
- Now let them go.” 

- The future is pretty uncertain and terrifying these days and it’s easy to get into 
imagining all sorts of terrible “what if?”s 

- Invite those thoughts and feelings into the presence of the Lord. 
- Hand over the burden of those to the Lord. 

- The Lord says, “Come to Me, all you who labour and are heavy laden, and I 
will give you rest” (Matthew 11:28). 

- You can also use meditating as a time for opening up to what the Lord might want you to do. 
- I had a voice note from someone this week who was telling me about an online course 

on meditation that he had done which talked about the last stage of meditation being 
manifestation—what do you want to bring into your life and into the world? 

- We can ask the Lord to guide us in what He wants us to do or what He wants us to not 
do. 

- We can ask Him to bring to our minds relevant teachings from His Word that might 
guide our thinking and our actions. 

- This is a way to obey the Lord’s command in Isaiah to return to Him and rest in Him to 
find salvation and might in quietness and trust. 

The Importance of Practicing 
- That’s the preaching—now it’s time to do some practicing. 
- I will lead you in a short guided meditation now and we’re going to be trying doing guided 

meditations in church at least once a month, if not more often. 
- To keep on practicing this skill. 

- And I would strongly encourage you to practice it on your own too. 
- There are many programs and videos and apps. 
- I’m currently trying out an app that has a bunch of good free resources called Insight 

Timer. 
- Give it a try for a few minutes each day from now till next Sunday and see what it’s 

like. 
- Also, every weekday at 7pm South African time there is a 30 minute group on Zoom, run by 

New Church people for meditating on a beautiful quote from the Lord’s Word. (https://
zoom.us/j/576618021 or Meeting ID: 576 618 021) 

- For today I’m going to lead you in a short guided meditation. 
- I will go straight from that into the final blessing. 
- Today I will leave the Word open instead of closing it so that you can just stay in whatever 

comfortable position you’re in. 
- And we’ll go straight from that into the final postlude.  
- You can try to stay in that meditative state throughout all of that or come out of it as soon as 

I’ve said the final blessing, whatever feels right to you today. 
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Meditation 
- [Certain elements of this were adapted from “3 Minute Breathing Space Meditation” in 

Mindfulness: An Eight-Week Plan for Finding Peace in a Frantic World by Mark Williams and 
Danny Penman, 2011] 

- Adjust your position so that you’re in a comfortable and neutral position. 
- If you’ve been sitting for a while you might even want to briefly stand up and stretch a 

bit before sitting down again. 
- The goal is to find a position that is comfortable and your body is not having to do extra 

work to maintain the position. 
- You may want to close your eyes to help draw your focus inward, while at the same time the 

goal is to be becoming more awake, more aware. 

- What’s going on in your mind and body right now?  
- What’s the weather pattern like inside?   
- What thoughts are around?  
- What feelings are here?  

- What sensations are in your body? 
- Adjust your position if you need to or just notice what the sensations are in your feet, in 

your back, in your neck, in your face. 

- And then bringing the attention to the breath.  
- Narrowing the spotlight of attention on sensations of the breath in the abdomen … 

tuning in to the changing physical sensations of the in-breath for its full duration and 
the out-breath for its full duration.  

- Noticing the feeling in your nose or in our mouth, in your throat, all the way down to 
your abdomen.  

- And if the mind wanders, simply acknowledging where it went and gently escorting it back to 
the breath. 

- The Lord has given you every breath that you have breathed from the day you were born—
every breath in and every breath out. 

- Rest in the Lord. 

- Now allow your attention to expand to include the biggest challenges you’re facing in your life. 
- And breathe in. 
- And breathe out. 
- With each breath in welcome the Lord’s spirit and life into you. 
- And with each breath out expel the fear and anxiety, uncertainty and worry. 

- For thus says the Lord Jehovih, the Holy One of Israel:  
“By returning to Me and resting you shall be saved;  
in quietness and in trust shall be your might;” 

- “The LORD bless you and keep you; 
The LORD make His face shine upon you, And be gracious to you; 
The LORD lift up His countenance upon you, And give you peace.” (Numbers 6:24-26). Amen. 
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